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Langmuir photo collection now online and open to Emory
users
The Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library
(MARBL) at Emory University has launched the
online site of the digitized Robert Langmuir African
American Photograph Collection, available to the
Emory community.
This rare collection of nearly 12,000 pictures depicts
African American life from the late 19th and early
20th century - soldiers, teachers, musicians,
students, families, nurses, religious leaders, artists,
chemists, and more - people from all walks of life.
The collection was acquired by MARBL in 2012 from
photograph collector Robert Langmuir of
Philadelphia.
Images from the Langmuir collection are accessible
to Emory faculty, staff, and students with an active
Emory user ID through the Luna Digital Media
Gallery.

Read more about the online collection
MARBL finding aid: Robert Langmuir African American photograph collection

Photo: Portrait of unidentified children, undated. Robert Langmuir African American Photograph Collection at MARBL, Emory
University.

Photographer Stephanie Dowda is Atlanta Intersections
guest on Oct. 8
Atlanta-based photographer Stephanie
Dowda is the opening guest in the 2014-15
Atlanta Intersections series on Wednesday,
Oct. 8, at 6:30 p.m. in the Jones Room at the
Woodruff Library.
Dowda's photography explores how the
natural world can evoke emotions and
memory, adding to a sensation of place. The
audience will be treated to examples of
Dowda's photographic interpretation of
Atlanta and other Southern areas and a
discussion of her creative process. The series
is led by Randy Gue, curator of modern
political and historical collections at Emory's
Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library (MARBL).
Stephanie Dowda website
Jesse Peel: Previous guest in Atlanta Intersections series at Emory University

Image: "Sense of Awakening" by Stephanie Dowda.

Readux offers digital access to yellowbacks
and other treasures
Readux, the Emory Libraries' online viewer for our
digital repository, is live and accessible to the public.
It provides direct access to many items from our
libraries that were digitized as collections of scholarly
interest.
Readux includes a vast selection of yellowbacks
(cheap 19th-century British paperbacks sold at
railway book stalls), Baedeker travel guides from the
19th and early 20th centuries, African American
literature, Emory yearbooks, Civil War literature,
theology reference books and more.
Learn more about Readux
Go directly to Readux

Heath Sciences Library creates online orientation video
Emory's Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library has
created a video guide to its physical and online
resources, such as PubMed, e-journal articles, study
spaces, workshop offerings, and librarian assistance.
New students will find it particularly useful, but
others may discover a few resources in the video they
didn't know about.
View the orientation video

New business books
It's easy to keep up with the latest in business
books. Each month, the Goizueta Business
Library website features a new selection of
books that cover a wide array of business
topics. Many of these have previews to help
you decide what to read.
Visit the new business books page
Browse books by year or focus area

Emory Libraries in the news
We're making headlines:
Emory honors literary icon with 'A Tribute to
Seamus Heaney,' featured in the Emory Report.
Woodruff Library stages exhibit of 100+ years of
digitized yearbooks, featured in the Emory News
Center.

Find more articles and clips on our media coverage
page

From readings to receptions, don't miss a single event.  Get updates sent to your phone or
email, or add a reminder directly to your calendar.  See what's coming up and choose an option that
suits you.

Read our latest news, learn about our
events and exhibitions, and see how the
Emory Libraries are making
headlines here .

Help us inspire creative expression, scholarship,
and new knowledge. Contribute to Emory Libraries.
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